
Unit_VI: HVDC Circuit Breaker

What is Circuit Breaker?

A circuit breaker is nothing but a mechanical switching device which has

capable of carrying and breaking the current for the specified time. The circuit breakers are

classified based on the types of arc quenching medium used in it.

Types of Circuit Breaker:

Following are the different types of circuit breakers which are in service based

on insulating medium use it for the arc quenching mechanism.

 Air Break Circuit Breaker

 Air Blast Circuit Breakers

 Oil circuit breakers

 Minimum Oil circuit breaker

 Vacuum Circuit Breakers

 Miniature Circuit Breakers

 SF6 Circuit Breakers

 Earth Leakage Circuit Breakers

 HVDC Breakers



Comparison of AC Circuit Breaker & DC Circuit Breaker

The AC current fluctuate along zero line offering many natural zero crossing

almost 100 times in a second at the 50 Hz. Therefore, the AC circuit breaker utilizes this

feature of AC to extinguish the arc when the current is at zero point.

As we know, the alternating current changes its direction continuously which

offers to allow multiple chances to extinguish the arc. On the other hand, the DC current

stays in steady state & there is no chance of natural zero current. The arc generated in DC

circuit breaking does not extinguish since the current never reached zero point.

Therefore, the DC circuit breaker utilizes extra circuitry to introduce artificial

zero currents in the line to extinguish the arc. This is why DC circuit breaker are complex

in design as compared to AC circuit breaker.



Requirement for HVDC Circuit Breaker

The HVDC circuit breaker operation & design is complex as compared to AC

circuit breaker due to the absence of natural zero crossing. The arc generated in HVDC will

never extinguish & it will heat up the contacts of the breaker & eventually destroy the

contacts rendering the whole CB useless.

Not to mention, the circuit will still be complete & the equipment connected will get

damaged due to the fault current. Therefore, the following requirement must be completed

to ensure safe circuit breaking in HVDC circuit breaker,

 Creation of artificial zero crossing

 Dissipation of the stored energy inside the LC circuit

 Withstanding the voltage between its contact

 Prevention of arc restriking



In order to fulfill the above requirements, an LC circuit is introduced with the

circuit breaker in parallel which will generate artificial zero current across the line to

safely break open the circuit. The strength of the arc is directly proportional to the

voltage level & the current. Therefore the fault current must be brought down to zero

using an external circuit before breaking it.



HVDC Circuit Breaker:

In A. C. circuit breakers, arc extinction is achieved at the natural current zero of 

the a.c. waveform used. But in D. C. circuit breakers, natural zero of voltage and current is 

not available as both are continuously available. Thus for extinction of an arc, artificial 

current zero is required to be introduced. In this, we will discuss

HVDC circuit breaker Working and construction.

Such an artificial current zero is possible by connecting LC circuit in parallel with the 

circuit breaker. The LC circuit is responsible to produce oscillatory arc currents having 

many artificial current zeros. At one of the artificial current zero arc gets extinguished.
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A circuit breaker is a mechanical switch that automatically operates to protect a

circuit from the damage caused by fault current. It automatically breaks the circuit upon

sensing huge draw of current flow due to overloading or short circuit. It can also manually

break open the circuit for maintenance or fault clearance. It can safely close & open a

circuit to protect it from damage.

The main objective of a circuit breaker is to safely break open the circuit;

It should momentarily withstand the fault current

It should safely break open the circuit

It should quickly extinguish the arc.

Its terminals should withstand the voltage after breaking.

It should prevent the arc from re-striking.

https://www.electricaltechnology.org/2016/02/mcb-miniature-circuit-breaker-types-construction-working-uses.html


The circuit breaker detects the fault current which is very high in range using various

mechanisms such as;

Heating effect

Electromagnetic effect

Current sensors using CTs

The circuit breaker withstands the fault current momentarily & allows other

circuit breakers to resolve the fault. The CB is designed to tolerate a specific range of

fault current without damaging its terminals.

Once it detects the fault current, it trips & interrupt the current flow. It breaks

open the circuit using some sort of stored mechanical energy such as spring or a blast of

compressed air to separate the contacts.

The next step that comes after the separation of contacts is the arc extinction.

The arc is generated between the contacts due to the high voltage between them. It can

damage the CB contacts or terminals due to excessive heat generated because of high

current.



Working Principle of HVDC Circuit Breaker:

In order to generate artificial zero current in the system, an LC circuit is connected in

parallel with the circuit breaker.

Method 1:

The following figure shows a typical HVDC circuit breaker & its working principle.

A pre-charged capacitor C is connected having reversed polarities as shown in the figure. 

An inductor L & a switch S is connected in series with the capacitor C. this extra circuit is 

connected in parallel with the main breaker M.



Under normal conditions, the switch S is open & the main breaker M is closed &

the current flow through it. During current interruption or fault current conditions, the

switch S is closed which completes the LC circuit & the main breaker M is opened.

During this time, the capacitor C start discharging & it pushes the current in

reverse direction through the breaker M, forcing the arcing current to oscillate (reaching to

zero point) which results in artificial commutation or zero crossing. This artificial zero

commutation generated by the LC circuit allows the arc to extinguish at zero current point.

The extra energy is dissipated with in the LC circuit.

This type of DC circuit breaker can work on a single power line & does not require the

second opposite polarity line.



Method 2:

Another method of arc quenching in HVDC circuit breaker is explained using the

following design that uses both lines of a DC transmission.
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In this method, the Main breaker M is connected on the live or hot line. An LC circuit is

connected in parallel with the main breaker M using two switches S1 & S2. The S2 switch

connects the LC circuit to the ground through a high resistance R.

https://www.electricaltechnology.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/HVDC-Circuit-Breaker-2-Operation.png
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Under normal condition, the main breaker M & the switch S2 is closed, while the

S1 is open. The current flows through the main breaker M to the load & also through the

switch S2 to charge the capacitor. The capacitor is charged through the high resistance.

During current interruption or fault current, the switch S2 is opened & the S1 is

closed. The charged capacitor starts discharging the current in reverse direction through the

main breaker M. The LC circuit starts resonating & creates oscillating current that forces

the current through the main breaker M to cross zero.

The main breaker M contacts separate at this zero current, resulting in the

extinction of the arc. As soon as the M contacts open, the switch S2 is closed & S1 is

opened. The S2 allows the extra energy to dissipate in the heavy resistance R. This prevents

the arc from re-striking.



Types of HVDC Circuit-Breakers:

The type of HVDC Circuit-breakers are identified on the basis of following principle

characteristics.

 Switching time

 Current to be interrupted

 Voltage (TRV) after current interruption

 Switching energy

The current to be interrupted by an HVDC circuit-breaker depends upon;

 Switching time

 Action of converter control

 Short circuit ratio of HVDC system with respect to AC Network



Type A HVDC breaker: 

It is very fast ( less than 15ms ) and does not wait for converter action to reduce DC 

voltage. It interrupts line current within 15 ms and before the fault currents rises to 

prospective peak.

Type B HVDC breaker: 

It is slow and depends on convertor control and waits till the convertor brings down the

DC line current to low value.

Type B is further classified as type B1 breaker each has full voltage capability with

respect to TRV withstand.

Type B2 breaker has reduced voltage capability with respective TRV withstand.



Capability and characteristics of HVDC circuit breaker:

This includes the followings:

 Voltage capability, insulation levels
 Transient recovery voltage (TRV) capability 
 Current interruption capability 
 Energy absorption capability 
 Switching time     



Characteristics of Current Interruption in HVDC CB



As the short-circuit occurs on a DC line pole, the short-circuit currents starts

increasing. The short-circuit rises to maximum value in 30 to 50 ms. Thereafter the

convertor controls brings it to low the value to the level of 5% of full load currents in

about 120ms. Thus the short circuit on DC side has following stages:

t = 0 Is = Id ……fault occurs ….(i)

t = 15ms Is = 1.25 Id …..(ii)

t = 30 ms Is = 3 Id ……(iii)

t = 150ms Is < 0.25 Id ……(iv)

For practical circuit-breaker , two extreme cases would be ,

(1) Ideal case in which the circuit-breaker is so fast that it interrupts fault currents within

15ms when currents had not yet reached prospective peak.



(2) It interrupts after 150ms when line voltage has been brought down by convertor

control and DC currents has been brought to nearly zero between these extreme cases,

the breaker has several possible ratings with respect to breaking currents and the voltage

at which currents is interrupted.

The possibilities depend upon:

(1) Convertor control

(2) Breaker timings

HVDC circuit-breakers has given following nomenclature;

 Type A 

 Type B



Type  & 

Complexity

Time Dependence on 

Convertor 

control

Current 

Capability

TRV 

Capability

A (Most 

complex)

Less than 15ms Nil Moderate upto 

1.25 Id

Highest

B, B1 (Less 

complex)

60 to 90 ms Yes Low High

B2 (Least 

complex) 

90 to 120 ms Yes Low Low











Metallic Return Transfer Breaker (MRTB)

Present Bipolar HVDC systems use MRTB in one of the two terminal stations.

Normally, during the bipolar operations , the DC neutral is earthed via the

electrode line and earth electrode and only the out of balance(differential) current

flows through earth return.

During a fault on one of the poles, the Bipolar Mode is changed to Monopolar

Mode.

The specification of HVDC systems demand that the Bipolar to Monopolar

transfer should be without interruption in DC power flow from one to the other. The

earth return is available continuously during the bipolar mode. During a fault on one of

the poles, the pole is blocked by thyrister control applied to convertor values of that

pole at both the ends.



The DC circuit is de-energized by changing the rectifier to inverter mode. The line fault

is allowed to de-ionize. Thereafter the line is energized again. If the fault persists, the

line is de-energized again. If line fault has disappeared, the line energized again and the

bipolar service is continued.

If line fault has continued, the Monopolar mode with the other healthy pole

and the earth return continues. If the fault is in convertor pole and the other line pole is

healthy, the Monoloplar operation is continued with the use of two DC line poles

without involving the earth return.



Change over from MPGR to MPMR

To avoid corrosion of underground metallic objects, the return current during Monopolar

mode is preferably taken through healthy metallic line pole (in case the fault is in convertor

pole). The change-over from Monopolar Earth Return Mode to Monopolar Meatllic Return

is illustrated in fig.



Switching arrangement for Ground return to Metallic return 



The rated DC breaking current of MRTB corresponds to the rated pole

current (2kA) and energy absorption capability of the order of 3 MWs.

The artificial current zero principle is used for MRTB breaker.

The function of MRTB is to commute ground return current to Metallic

Return current for change over from, Monopolar with Ground return to Monopolar

with Metallic return.





Fig. illustrates the switching sequence from bipolar mode (a) to Monopolar mode with

ground return (b) and Monopolar mode with metallic return (c) for fault in convertor C1.



HVDC substation protection against short circuit:

Conventional Voltage Source Converters (VSC) cannot interrupt DC fault

currents and DC circuit breakers are not yet commercially available for HVDC power

ratings. Thus, the protection of VSC-HVDC systems is still an obstacle for the

development of this technology.

The features of VSC-HVDC systems make them suitable for implementing

HVDC grids. HVDC grids are more complex than point-to-point links.

Accordingly, the fault protection of these HVDC grids is a bigger challenge

due to the specific requirements of DC grids. Nowadays there is no real HVDC grid

operating, but it is expected that in the near future HVDC grids will be widespread,

reinforcing the predominant AC systems.



Grids are more demanding than point-to-point links, both in AC and DC

systems. Anyway, the protection of DC systems is a more demanding task, mainly

because of the absence of natural current zero crossing. Besides, VSC-HVDC

converters are highly sensitive to over-currents. The main features of a DC or AC grid

protection system are following detailed;

1) Sensitivity: accurate detection of any fault without exception.

2) Selectivity: discrimination between normal operation and fault condition.

Therefore, protections should only operate in case of fault, and just if the fault is

located in its own coverage domain.

3) Speed: the faults must be interrupted before they can damage equipment or can no

longer be interrupted by the circuit breakers.



4) Reliability: reliable operation and a backup system in case of failure of the primary

protection system.

5) Robustness: fault detection in normal mode and in degraded mode. Discrimination

of faults from any other operation occurring (set-point changes, operations, etc.)

6) Seamless: after clearing the fault, the remaining part of the system should continue

operating securely.

These features influence the design of the converters and the DC grid, e.g. they

determine the detection and action sequence. In addition, they also determine how

the DC grid will look like. Finally, for a complete protection, DC breakers are

needed at both ends of each cable or overhead line



Protection Principles  & Protection Zones 



Protection Principles

The guiding principles for protective relaying in ac networks are generally applicable to

dc protection design.

1. Selectivity

Fault conditions or other abnormal conditions that might expose equipment to

hazards as well as conditions that will cause unacceptable disturbances to operation shall

be detected and the faulty or faulted equipment shall be taken out of service or relieved of

stresses in a controlled manner so that disturbance to the operation of the rest of the

system is minimized.

The aim of the protection design is to limit the amount of equipment removed

when isolating a fault.

Ideally only the faulted equipment or the smallest possible zone containing the

fault is disconnected.



For example, in a multi-polar scheme the majority of faults are cleared by

tripping one pole, leaving the other poles in operation. Selectivity is achieved by

dividing the protection function into zones. The advantage of this approach is that the

location of a fault can be determined and it makes it possible to disconnect the faulted

equipment while leaving the rest of the system in operation to limit the consequences of

failures.

2. Reliability

There are various measures that can be employed to improve reliability to

minimize the impact of faulty protective equipment and the primary measure is through

redundancy. Redundancy is applied to the entire tripping sequence and failure of any

single element does not prevent tripping.

The protection has two independent tripping schemes and where applicable 

each fault scenario is detected using different principles.



The protections is arranged into overlapping protective zones and for each

fault case there is a fast primary protection with restricted protective zone, supported by

a time-graded less sensitive backup protection based on a different measurement

principle and with a more extended protective zone.

the provision of primary and backup protection is to avoid failure of any single element

preventing tripping. Possible causes are due to failures of one of the following :

• Power supply to the protection

• Power supply to the protective sequencing

• Measurement equipment

• Protective sequencing hardware and software

• Protection hardware and software

• Circuit breaker tripping circuits or breaker mechanism

For this reason, primary and backup protections is physically separated with

independent auxiliary power supplies and, where applicable, independent measurement

transducers. The circuit breakers are provided with breaker failure protection and the

tripping and blocking paths are duplicated and monitored by the control system.



3. Stability

The protection is able to discriminate between external power system events or

transient and genuine internal faults so that undue disruption or disturbance to dc

transmission can be avoided. A typical example is the requirement to avoid tripping on

inverter commutation failure caused by ac network faults.

A protection acts upon a specific type of fault within a designated zone and is

inert to other types of disturbances or fault external to the relevant zone. Stability and

selectivity are achieved though time grading and unit system.

The ac network is protected from the consequences of dc control mal-operation.

The ac network can in most cases tolerate the non-characteristic harmonics that are

created during dc system disturbances. In some cases protection operating times may need

adjustment to meet ac network requirements.



Protection Strategy

Protective Zones:

The HVDC facility is divided into a number of separately protected and

overlapping zones. The protective zones are illustrated in following figure;



Figure shows the arrangement for one of the poles relating to one side. The

arrangement is identical for all poles.

The protective zones are:

Zone 1: Cable

Zone 2: Bus-bar

Zone 3: Harmonic Filters

Zone 4: Converter Transformer

Zone 5: Pole

Zone 6: Converter

Zone 7: Lines 

Zone 8: Substation bus-bar



Protection Schemes

The protection scheme can be divided into two main categories :

1. AC Protection

2. DC Protection

1. AC Protection

These protections are mainly associated with the protection of the AC bus-bar,

the AC cable and the AC line. Protections included in this category are given in Table 1

below. Duplication is used to provide redundancy in order to ensure continuous operation

or safe and orderly shut-down of equipment, as appropriate to the fault condition.

AC Protection



2. DC Protections

The HVDC related protection functions are referred to as DC protections.

These protections are associated with the protection of equipment used for HVDC

transmission which includes the harmonic filters, the converter, the converter

transformer. They can broadly be categorized into the categories described below:

DC Pole Protections

DC Pole protection independently oversees the system and ensures equipment

safety. As shown in Figure below within each CCP lane there are two parallel identical

DC protection systems Main1 and Main 2. It is as independent as possible from the

control system and control failure does not limit the functionality of these protections.

Each of these protection systems provides the primary, backup and duplicated protection

and are identical. Both are always active and are powered by separate power supplies.

This ensures continuous operation or safe and orderly shut-down of equipment, as

appropriate to the fault condition.





For single lane operation, if either system detects a condition where

equipment integrity may be at risk, protective action is performed. Ultimately a

protective action results in a converter block and main circuit breaker trip. The

protections are designed so that it is possible to test protective functions during

operation without affecting the operation of the transmission.

The protective zone for these protections is normally either the pole zone or

the converter zone and includes the protections described in following table;





Basic differences in protection philosophy of HVDC 

Transmission system and EHVAC system

Sr. 

No.

HVDC System EHVAC System

1 Fault clearing in DC Fault clearing in AC

 Faults on DC side are sensed 

(detected) by control and protection 

system.

 Control action initiated to block 

the valves

 There are no circuit-breaker on DC 

side of valve. Fault current brought to 

low valve within 30ms.by blocking 

of thyristor valves. 

 Protection zone pole wise

 Faults are sensed by protective 

system. There is no control system for 

controlling the main circuit current.

 Protective system sense the fault 

and initiate tripping action of AC 

circuit breaker.

 Protection zone are sub-system wise.



Sr. 

No.

HVDC System EHVAC System

2. Circuit Breaker-DC Circuit Breaker-AC

 There is no HVDC breaker on line 

side.

Bipolar line has two poles. Both are 

without CB. Earth return is available.

In case of line fault on one pole that 

pole is temporarily de-energized by 

control of convertor valves at each 

terminal. 

 DC side is not tripped

 Only one pole is affected, other 

healthy poles continue the services. 

 EHVAC breakers available in each 3 

phase circuit.

 AC transmission line have two or 

more 3 phase circuits. Each circuit has 

associated CBs at each end.

 During a fault on any of the phase 

of line circuit, the 3 phase line is 

removed from service by tripping of 

AC CBs at each end. The other 3 phase 

line circuit continues the service 

continuity.



Sr. 

No.

HVDC System EHVAC System

3. Re-energizing of DC line Auto-reclosing of AC line

 Re-energization is attempted for 

temporary line fault after dead time 

of app. 0.5 sec.

Again after 0.5 sec. at reduced 

voltage

Auto-reclosing is attempted for a 

temporary line fault after dead time of 

app. 0.3 sec.

Again after 0.5 sec. 

4. Earth return Monoploar

alternative

 Earth return facility is always 

available in Bipolar HVDC system.

 Monopolar operation with earth 

return (ground return) is used during 

a fault on other pole.

Parallel line, No earth return

 Earth return is not used in 3 phase 

AC system. The 3 phase should carry 

the balanced load. Single phase or two 

phase operation is not permitted as 

unbalance is harmful to all connected 

equipments.

 Parallel 3 phase line essential for 

high power radial transmission path.



Sr. 

No.

HVDC System EHVAC System

5. Terminal Substations Configuration

 Generally, two terminal system 

without parallel line or T-offs.

 Generally meshed system with 

several parallel lines T-offs, 

interconnections.

6. Control & Protection

 Valve control & convertor-control 

are integral part of protection system.

 Protective system which initiates 

switching actions & tripping actions 

are integrated with control system. 

 HVDC transmission depends on 

convertor control.

Protection segregated pole wise.

Control & Protection

 Only On-Off operations of CBs are 

initiated by protective relaying system.

 Other controls of voltage & load 

frequency are independent of 

protective systems initiating tripping 

action.

 No such control is required in Ac 

transmission.

 Protective zones sub-system wise.



Fault clearing in AC transmission System

The principle of AC line protection is illustrated in following Fig.

Figure shows the principle of fault clearing & protection of AC line. 

As a line fault F occurs, the protective relay 4 senses the fault and gives a tripping 

command to circuit breaker (1). The CB opens and clears the fault.  



Fig. shows 3 phase AC parallel line

For a fault ‘F’ on any one or more phases, CB-1 & CB-2 are tripped. To maintain

synchronism between T-1 & T-2, to continue power flow & stability of T-1 & T-2, one

more 3 phase parallel line is essential.



Above fig. shows need of a parallel 3 phase circuit for a high power AC

transmission line L-1. For a fault F on any one phase on line L-1, CB-1 & CB-2 at both

ends are opened. However, for continuity in synchronism between the terminals T-1 &

T-2 and for maintaining transient stability, power flow should continue from T-1 to T-2

or vice-versa. For this purpose, a parallel 3 phase AC line (L-2) is necessary.



Fault clearing in HVDC system

Following fig. shows the principle of fault clearing in a HVDC system for one pole.

.



Fault F on DC side of one pole is sensed by combined protection and control

system 5. Fault current starts rising and DC voltage starts falling . Fault is usually sensed by

negative dU/dt and positive dI/dt.

Control system (5) takes action to block convertor valves (V) . Fault current is

reduced. DC line is de-energized by putting both the terminals in inverter mode. After a

certain elapsed time, the DC line is energized again by debolcking the convertor valves.

If fault F is a sustained permanent fault, the faulty pole is isolated by tripping AC

CB(1) at both terminals of the line(2).

There is no need of DC CB for clearing faults on DC line sides.

In the HVDC transmission system, the function of protective and control systems are

integrated. The protective and control function include sensing (detection) of abnormal

operating conditions and faults in the main AC circuit, DC circuit and auxiliaries and to

initiate appropriate control action and protective action so as to prevent, minimize the

damage to equipments and ensure the service continuity via the healthy system.



Service continuity of HVDC transmission is very important because of high

power through a single transmission link.

During a fault on DC side, there is no provision of tripping HVDC circuit

breaker. However, the fault current is reduced rapidly by thyristor control.

No tripping is carried out on DC side. Permanent faults in DC side are cleared

by tripping AC circuit-breakers associated with the faulty pole.

DC side protection and control is divided into two pole zones. During a fault

on one pole, the other pole continues to serve with the earth return.

EHV-AC transmission line faults are generally temporary. Auto-reclosing of

circuit-breakers is effectively used to restore service continuity of AC lines.

HVDC lines have no circuit-breakers. However, line is de-energized by

convertor control and re-energized after about 0.5 sec. to restore the service continuity

after temporary faults on DC lines.



If the fault on DC side involves only substation pole, the healthy line pole is

used for return path instead of using the earth return (metallic Return Mode). Thus

HVDC system has following operating modes.

1. MPGR 2. MPMR

Change-over from Bipolar Mode (A) to Monopolar Mode (B)



Fault Clearing of DC Transmission Line Fault:



Above figure explains segregation of two poles of a Bipolar HVDC

transmission with reference to the protection requirement of HVDC transmission system.

The total transmission system is divided in two poles , P-1 and P-2. For a fault such as

F-1, F-2, F-3, occurring in pole P-1 only pole P-1 is either blocked on DC side or tripped

from AC side . Pole P-2 continues to serves with the earth return.

There is no circuit-breaker on DC side of convertors poles. For any fault on DC

side such as F-1, F-2 the fault current is rapidly brought to a low value ( 2 to 5 per cent)

by blocking of thyristor convertors within about 30ms.

Many faults on overhead DC lines are temporary. They are caused by lighting

and consequent flashover on insulators. Auto-reclosing is not possible in HVDC, because

there are no CBs on DC side. However the following steps are taken.



1. Rectifier is taken into inverter mode. Thereby the faulty pole gets de-energized.

Fault current stops, Arc Zone gets deionized.

2. After about 0.5 seconds the rectifiers brought back in rectifiers mode and the

DC voltage is gradually increased.

3. If the temporary fault has vanished, pole is restored.

4. If temporary fault has continued, line is de-energized again and the second

re-energizing is attempted at yet reduced voltage.

5. If the fault is permanent or if the fault is in convertor pole ( F-2) or in convertor

transforms (F-3) the pole is tripped by tripping the AC CBs CB-1 at each

terminal T-1 and T-2 simultaneously.



In HVDC side DC fault current is limited by convertor control. The

protection and control of HVDC side are integrated. As the HVDC side does not have

any CB and as the convertor controls brings down the fault current rapidly to a low

value, the damage to line insulators and other equipment is minimized. For permanent

fault, the complete pole is tripped from AC side by means of AC CBs.

For a temporary line fault on dc side the control and protective actions are

carried out in a sequence at each terminal as described in Following table.



Sequence of Control Action during a line fault on 

HVDC overhead line pole:

Step Time (ms) Control Action Remarks

1. 0 Fault occur on Dc line pole. Main DC line protection of 

that pole senses line fault at 

each terminal.

2. 3-5 Main line protection in each 

terminal sends command to 

convertor of substation to reduce 

current.

This causes limitations of fault 

current automatically.

3. 20-40 Reduction in line pole current to 

5% rated current.

By control the valve.

4. 120 Rectifier mode change to 

inverter mode.

The stored energy in HVDC 

system Inductance is 

evacuated from both side.

5. 180 Line fault cleared arcing space 

deionised DC.

Line fault gets cleared. Line 

may be energized again.



Step Time (ms) Control Action Remarks

6. 200-500 Inverter brought back to rectifier 

mode and blocked valves are 

unblocked.

The DC pole is brought back 

in service.

7. 500 Line voltage is increased slowly 

& continuously. If fault has 

vanished continuously is 

restored.

8. 500-1000 If line fault continues second 

attempt made on reduced 

voltage steps 4-6 repeated.

With reduced DC voltage line 

fault may not reappear.

9. 1000 Valves blocked, AC breakers 

tripped.

Faulty pole is isolated by 

opening of AC breakers at 

both terminals.



Above table gives the sequence of actions during the fault clearing & de-

energizing of HVDC lines. Faults in DC line, pole are sensed by protection system in the

DC line pole zone. The primary (fast) protection is provided by line protection system.

The back-up protection with certain time delay is also provided in the line protection

system. For a line fault in pole-1, appropriate control actions & protective actions are

taken by the control & protective system of pole-1, likewise for pole-2.

Short-circuit (faults) in two terminal Bipolar HVDC line are generally single

pole to ground faults due to lightning & flashover across insulators. Such faults are

temporary & involve only one pole. Each line pole is covered by a separate line pole

protective zone having its own protective & control system.

The control & protective actions for each DC line pole are integrated with the

convertor control of that pole.



Protection Systems in HVDC Substations:
Each zone of protection has certain protective systems for the main protections

and back-up protective systems. The various protective systems are summarized in

following table. The choice varies with local conditions and the system design

considerations.



Protection Chart for HVDC Substation

Zone Protection Zone Protection Systems

1. DC line protection Line under-voltage protection

Line differential protection

Line over-current protection

2. Converter Protection & DC yard-

pole-1 protection

Differential protection

Over-current protection

Abnormal operating conditions

Such as

 Malfunction of valves

 Commutation failure

 Short-circuits

3. Converter transformer Protection  Differential protection

Over-current protection

 Over fluxing protection

 Temperature rise protection

4. Neutral Bus Protection  Earth fault protection

5. Electrode line protection  Earth fault protection



6. AC filter protection  Complete AC filter bank & feeders 

upto AC bus are protected by;

 Over-current protection

 Differential protection

 Tuned AC filter branches are protected 

by;

 Unbalance protection

 Back-up protection

 Earth-fault protection

 Over load protection

7. AC yard protection pole-1  Short circuit protection

 Over current protection

 under voltage protection

8. Protection of incoming AC lines  Bus-bar protection

 Line protection

 Transformer protection

9. Protection of Apparatus  Supervision of smoothing reactor gas & 

temperature

 Cooling system of valves

Power supply to valve control  

 Converter firing control power supply 

supervision

AC bus voltage supervision & distributed 

over-current protection




